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pinephrine (EPI) plays a pivotal role in regulating free fatty acid (1,2), ketone body (3,4),
amino acid (5), and glucose metabolism both
in splanchnic and peripheral tissues. EPI
inhibits splanchnic glucose uptake during an exogenous
glucose infusion (6) and enhances hepatic glucose production by stimulating both glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis (7,8). It has also been shown that, in dogs, the
increments of hepatic glucose production during EPI
infusion are dose dependent (9).
EPI opposes the biological action of insulin in peripheral tissues as shown several years ago by Deibert and
DeFronzo (10). These data have been later strengthened
by Rizza et al. (11,12) who also showed that EPI inhibits
glucose clearance in man predominantly by (3-adrenergic
mechanisms. Nevertheless, these studies did not thoroughly clarify the mechanisms by which EPI impairs glucose disposal in peripheral tissues.
Using the hyperglycemic clamp technique, Baron et al.
(13) found that EPI inhibits only insulin-mediated but not
non-insulin-mediated glucose uptake. However, this
experimental approach is not without difficulties,
because its interpretation may be confounded by important side effects of somatostatin on glucose metabolism,
and by the potential "breakthrough" of insulin secretion
in the presence of hyperglycemia (14,15).
For these reasons the intravenous glucose tolerance
test (IVGTT) has been viewed as a useful tool to exploit
the vast array of metabolic effects that EPI has on glucose metabolism. Using the IVGTT and the minimal
model, Martin et al. (16) showed that EPI reduces glucose tolerance, and increases both first- and secondphase sensitivity in dogs. More recently, Morrow et al.
(17) have shown that, when plasma EPI concentrations
are exogenously increased two- to threefold, there is a
substantial decrease of both insulin sensitivity (Sj) and
glucose effectiveness (5G) (17). However, because the
unlabeled IVGTT minimal model does not allow separation between hepatic glucose production and glucose
disposal, the two parameters SG and S, measure not
only the effects of glucose and insulin on glucose dis1373
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Epinephrine (EPI) plays a pivotal role in regulating
glucose metabolism both in splanchnic and peripheral
tissues. Nevertheless, previous studies did not clarify
the mechanisms by which EPI affect both glucose disposal processes in peripheral tissues and JS-cell secretion. The aim of this study was to investigate, in six
normal volunteers, the effects of elevated EPI concentration on peripheral glucose disposal and insulin
secretion 2by using the stable labeled (either [6,62
H2]or [2- H1]glucose) intravenous glucose tolerance
test (IVGTT) in conjunction with the minimal models
of labeled glucose disappearance and C-peptide secretion. Elevated plasma EPI concentration significantly
decreased glucose effectiveness (S
G*) by 29% (0.0059
± 0.0013 vs. 0.0083 ± 0.0011 min"1, P < 0.05), and even
more, 61%, insulin
sensitivity1 (S,*); (22 ± 6 x 104 vs.
4
1
54 ± 20 x 10 min" . pmol • I ; P < 0.01). These findings are not due to an isotopic effect induced2 by an
enhanced glycogen breakdown, because the [2- H1]glucose tracer, which is not incorporated into glycogen,
gave results similar to those of [6,6-2H2]glucose tracer.
No differences were observed in first phase cell sensitivity, <!>!, in the EPI study (199 ± 91 vs. 245 ± 144 109,
NS), but there was a significant increase in the second-phase cell9 sensitivity
to glucose 4>2, (15.2 ± 1.7 vs.
17.7 ± 4.4 10 • min 1 , P < 0.05). In conclusion, EPI
selectively impairs peripheral glucose metabolism
because of its unique ability to simultaneously and
independently decrease glucose effectiveness and
insulin sensitivity. Furthermore, EPI enhances O2, the
ratio between the C-peptide amount secreted during
the second phase and the area under the curve of the
glucose signal, indicating that the observed increase
of C-peptide concentration is due not only to the augmented glucose signal but also to a specific EPI-mediated enhancement of p-cell responsivity to glucose.
Diabetes 45:1373-1378, 1996
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Subjects. A stable isotopically labeled IVGTT was performed on six normal
healthy male volunteers who participated to the study after a written
informed consent. They were 22 ± 2 years old, and their BMI was 23 ± 1
kg/m2. The subjects were in good health. For at least 3 days before the study,
each subject consumed a diet containing >250 g carbohydrate.
Experimental procedures. On the day of the study, at 7:00 A.M., after an
overnight fast, the subjects were admitted to the Divisione di Malattie del
Ricambio of the University of Padova. The experimental protocol was
approved by the Ethical Committee of the University Hospital of Padova. A
20-gauge butterfly needle was inserted into a dorsal hand vein at 7:30 A.M. The
hand was then placed in a box heated to 60°C to arterialize venous blood. The
patency of the needle was maintained with a controlled saline infusion
throughout the study. An 18-gauge cannula was then placed into the contralateral antecubital vein for injection of the labeled glucose load and EPI
infusion. Four subjects were studied twice in a randomized order. On one
occasion, starting at 8:00 A.M, they received a continuous infusion of EPI at a
rate of 8.2 mmol/min (1.5 ug/min) lasting until 300 min (end of sampling). On
another occasion, four subjects were restudied during a continuous saline
infusion instead of EPI. Two subjects participated only in the EPI study.
EPI was dissolved in saline solution in the presence of ascorbic acid (0.5
mg/ml) to prevent oxidation. New EPI solutions were prepared every 2 h
throughout the test. Ninety minutes after the beginning of EPI infusion, each
subject received an IVGTT labeled with the 6,6-2H2 isotopolog of glucose.
However, to exclude possible glycogen cycling of deuterium in position 6
during prolonged EPI infusion, one subject received the 2-2H, isotopologue
of glucose, which loses its deuterium in the isomerization of glucoses-phosphate to fructose-6-phosphate. The glucose bolus was administered over
30-60 s. The final concentration of deuterated glucose in the tracer solution
was ~10% of the natural unlabeled glucose content. Each subject received a
test dose of 300 mg/kg.
Blood samples were obtained before and during the EPI infusion before
the IVGTT. After the IVGTT pulse, samples were obtained at -30, -15, 0, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 180, 210, 240, and
300 min. The samples for glucose, deuterated glucose, insulin, and C-peptide
determinations were mixed with two drops of heparin, whereas those for
EPI determinations with reduced glutathione and EDTA. They were immediately centrifuged at 4°C, and stored at -80°C until the assay.
Materials. [6,6-2H2]glucose was purchased from MassTrace, Inc. (Woburn,
Ma.). [2-2H,]glucose was purchased from C/D/N isotopes, Inc. Croydon,
U.K. Chemical purity was verified by specific enzymatic analysis with glucose oxidase. Sterility was verified by bacteriologic analysis, and the material was shown to be pyrogen-free. Before each study, an appropriate
amount of the labeled powder was dissolved in a sterile 50% glucose solution and then passed through a 0.22 u Millipore filter into a sterile vial that
was sealed until use.
1374

Biochemical and stable isotope tracer analysis. Plasma was separated
and plasma glucose content determined enzymatically with a glucose analyzer (Beckman, Fullerton, CA). In the remaining plasma, insulin and C-peptide were assayed with specific radioimmunoassay (26) and catecholamines
with an HPLC method (27).
Deuterated glucose was analyzed as a pentaacetate derivative using a
method previously described (19). The samples were analyzed on a HewlettPackard 5988 Quadrupole gas chromatography mass spectrometry instrument operated in the electron impact mode by selected ion monitoring after
isothermal separation at 250°C on a 30-m J & W capillary column. Glucose
pentaacetate isotopomers are monitored at m/z 242 and 244 for [6,6-2H2]glucose, and at m/z 242 and 243 for [2-2HJglucose as described previously (28).
From ion intensity ratios, the value in the sample of the isotope ratio R,
between labeled and unlabeled species was derived. For the [6,6-2H2]glucose
tracer, [6,6-2H2]glucose and [6,6-'H2]glucose are the labeled and unlabeled
species with, respectively, two 2H atoms or two 'H atoms in position 6.
Species are thus defined with reference to specific atoms in specific positions (29), and in deriving R we correct analytically for interferences in the
mass spectrum from the natural isotopic composition of the other atoms of
the monitored ion.
The ratio Z between tracer and tracee mass (or concentrations) in the
sample can be evaluated from isotope ratio measurements (29) as
G*(t)

R(t) Rr R(t)

(1)

where G* is the tracer glucose concentration, that is the concentration in the
sample of the exogenous administered mixture of natural and deuterated
glucose; G is the tracee glucose concentration, that is the concentration of
endogenous natural glucose; R, and RN are isotope ratios in a sample of pure
tracer and tracee respectively.
The above approach based on the Z variable only requires the isotopic
indistinguishability assumption. In the dual isotope study (19), a different
approach was used, Rationale and assumptions of the two approaches are
detailed in (30,31).
Assessment of glucose disposal by the minimal model of glucose disappearance. The minimal model of tracer glucose disappearance has been
applied on tracer glucose data to measure parameters reflecting disposal
processes only (19,20). The time course of tracer concentration G* was
derived from Z and from total (tracer + tracee) glucose concentration measurement, Gtot. Since
Gtot(<) = G*(0 + G(t) = G*(0

(2)

one has
(3)

G*(0 = Gto
The minimal model of tracer glucose disappearance is described as
G*(Q = - [5G* + X(t)]G*(fi

G*(0) = G*o

X(t) = - p*2 [X(t) + S,* [7(0 - 7b]}

(4)

X(G) = 0

(5)

where / is plasma insulin concentration with 7b its basal value and X is a variable related to insulin action. Parameters S,* (min • pmol"1 • I"1) and SG*
(min"1) measure respectively insulin sensitivity and glucose effectiveness,
i.e., the effect of glucose per se on its own disposal at basal insulin.
Assessment of insulin secretion by the minimal model of C-peptide
secretion. The minimal model of C-peptide secretion (25) has been applied
to C-peptide data. The models are
= - (k01 +fc21)CP^t) + ki2 CP2(t) + mx(t)
CP2(t) = k21 CPiQt) - kl2 CP2(t)
i ( 0 = -mx (0 + Y(t)
P(<?-fc)]

CP,(0) = 0

CP2(0) = 0
X(0) = Xo
7(0) = 0

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Equations 6 and 7 describe C-peptide kinetics, with CP, and CP2 denoting Cpeptide concentrations above basal in compartment 1 and 2, respectively. Cpeptide secretion, mx, enters compartment 1, and it is a linear function of
the amount x of C-peptide in the (3-cells. Y represents the provision of new
C-peptide to the cells, stimulated by glucose above the threshold h through
parameter (3. The initial condition x0 represents the stored C-peptide, and it
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posal but also their inhibitory effects on hepatic glucose production (18-20).
Furthermore, it has been shown that EPI, inhibits basal
insulin secretion through a2-receptor mechanisms
(21,22). However ,the data on EPI effect on glucose-stimulated insulin release are not concordant, because its
capability to enhance (3-cell secretion has been observed
both in vitro (23) and in vivo (24). Moreover, all the above
methods only provide a gross picture of the effect of EPI
on insulin secretion in vivo.
The aim of this study was thus to investigate the effects
of elevated EPI concentration on peripheral glucose disposal and insulin secretion. In particular we measured the
two individual determinants of glucose disposal, insulin
sensitivity (Sj*) and glucose effectiveness (5G*), independently of their action on hepatic glucose production by
using the stable isotopically labeled IVGTT in conjunction
with the minimal model of labeled glucose disappearance.
The IVGTT also allows the simultaneous assessment of
cell function in the presence of elevated plasma EPI concentrations. In particular, we measured the first- and second-phase 3-cell sensitivity to glucose by using minimal
model of C-peptide secretion and kinetics (25).

A. AVOGARO AND ASSOCIATES

TABLE 1
Glucose, insulin, and C-peptide plasma concentrations in the basal and EPI-stimulated periods
Basal (t = -90')
Glucose
(mmol/1)
Control study (n = 4)
—
EPI study
n = 4t
4.4 ±0.5
n = Q$
4.4 ±0.4

Pre-IVGTT (t = 0')

End-IVGTT (t = 300')

Insulin
(pmol/1)

C-Peptide
(pmol/1)

Glucose
(mmol/1)

Insulin
(pmol/1)

C-Peptide
(pmol/1)

Glucose
(mmol/1)

Insulin
(pmol/1)

C-Peptide
(pmol/1)

—

—

4.5 ± 0.3

70 ± 28

496 ± 99

4.3 ± 0.1

63 ± 35

430 ± 99

5.7 ± 0.8*
5.6 ± 0.7*

105 ± 42
91 ± 35

595 ± 198
595 ± 165

5.2 ± 0.6*
5.3 ± 0.6*

63 ± 21
63 ± 14

496 ± 99
463 ± 99

70 ± 28
70 ± 21

496 ± 99
529 ± 132

*Statistically significant vs. t = -90'. fMean ± SE in the four subjects who were part of both the control and the EPI studies.
± SE in the six subjects who were part of the EPI study.
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cose were significantly higher in the presence of elevated
plasma EPI concentration. A similar pattern was
observed for the two different tracers.
Insulin and C-peptide curves were also higher during
EPI infusion from time 30 following the glucose bolus
until 120-180 min.
Glucose disposal and insulin secretion indexes. The
ability of the minimal models of glucose disappearance
and C-peptide secretion to fit, respectively, tracer glucose
data and C-peptide data is shown in Fig. 1, where the mean
of the individual model fits is shown against the data.
The effects of EPI on minimal model indices, SG*, 5r*,
<!>!, <J>2 a r e shown in Table 2. Elevated plasma EPI concentration significantly decreased glucose effectiveness by
29%, and even more, by 61%, insulin sensitivity, 5,*, (Fig. 2).
No differences were observed in first-phase 3-cell sensitivity, <!>! in the EPI study compared with the control study
(199 ± 91 vs. 245 ± 144 109, NS). On the contrary, in the four
subjects who had both the control and the EPI study, EPI
RESULTS
tended to increase <P2, the second phase cell sensitivity to
Glucose, insulin, and C-peptide: basal values and glucose (14.3 ± 1.3 vs. 12.8 ± 0.7 10"9 • min"1, P = NS), and
effect of EPI infusion. Baseline plasma EPI was 539 ± this effect became highly significant when all subjects
64 pmol/1. Baseline plasma norepinephrine was 950 ± 56 were included in the statistical analysis (15.2 ± 1.7 vs. 12.8
pmol/ml. Exogenous EPI infusion increased plasma EPI ± 0.7 10~9 • min"1, P < 0.05, two-tailed unpaired t test).
concentration to 1,977 ± 103 pmol/ml. No significant
changes were observed in norepinephrine concentration DISCUSSION
(1,080 ± 62 pmol/1). The coefficient of variation of plasma Clamp (13) and unlabeled rVGTT-based studies (16,17)
EPI concentration was 5 ± 4% during the IVGTT time course have shown that EPI counteracts insulin action on glucose
in the control study, and 13 ± 5% during the EPI study.
disposal. However, these approaches were not able to disAs shown in Table 1, baseline plasma glucose, insulin, sect the relative role of insulin to inhibit hepatic glucose
and C-peptide were all within the normal ranges. EPI production and to stimulate glucose disposal in peripheral
infusion significantly increased plasma glucose concen- insulin-sensitive tissues. The stable label IVGTT provides
trations from 4.4 ± 0.5 to 5.7 ± 0.8 mmol/1 (P < 0.05) at robust information on the role of EPI in counteracting
time 0' (beginning of IVGTT). No significant changes insulin action on peripheral tissues. Our results show that
were observed in plasma glucose levels between time 0' EPI impairs S^\ because this parameter reflects the effect
of insulin on glucose disposal only, we can speculate that
and time 300' (end of IVGTT) (5.2 ± 0.6 mmol/1).
No significant changes were induced by elevated EPI-induced reduction in S{* is to be ascribed to the negaplasma EPI concentration in either plasma insulin or C- tive effect of this hormone on glucose utilization processes
peptide baseline concentrations. The difference in Ib at the peripheral tissue level. This observation extends the
between time 0' mark or (105 ± 42 pmol/1) and time 300' data gathered by Alford and colleagues (34), who showed
(63 ±21) was not statistically different. The differences that EPI affects insulin sensitivity but further supports the
in the two values were determined by the data of one sub- concept that skeletal muscle is a major site of EPI-mediject (subject 1) who had different values between time 0' ated insulin resistance (10,35). In this perspective, a large
and time 300'. This subject also had the highest increase body of evidence has shown that EPI may inhibit insulininduced translocation of glucose transporters (36), and it is
in plasma glucose during EPI infusion.
Glucose, insulin, C-peptide, and tracer glucose con- also able to inhibit insulin-mediated glycogenesis in human
centration during IVGTT. As shown in Fig. 1, during skeletal muscle because of an increase in G-6-phosphate,
the stable label IVGTT, plasma glucose and tracer glu- an inhibitor of hexokinase (37,38).
is responsible of first phase C-peptide secretion. When divided by the maximum change in plasma glucose AG, it measures the first-phase (3-cell sensitivity, F, = X(/AG. The sensitivity to glucose of the second-phase insulin
secretion is given by <J>2 = P(min~').
Parameter estimation. A nonlinear least squares estimation technique has
been applied to the experimental data of each individual to derive estimates
of the unknown parameters of the two models, together with a measure of
their precision (32). Measurement errors have been assumed independent,
Gaussian, zero mean with experimentally determined coefficient of variation in the range 2-8% for tracer glucose concentration and equal to 6% for
C-peptide concentration.
As concerns the model of C-peptide secretion and kinetics, because its identification requires knowledge of C-peptide kinetics, parameters k01, k21, k12
have been fixed to standard values in both control and EPI studies (33). An
indirect support to the assumption that EPI does not influence C-peptide kinetics is provided by the fact that the 90-min EPI infusion does not alter significantly C-peptide levels (Table 1). The simplified version of the C-peptide model
described in appendix B of (25) has been adopted in two control studies.
The statistical significance of differences has been calculated using twotailed unpaired Student's t test or two-way analysis of variance for repeated
measures. A P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Values are
reported as means ± SD.
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effect (39). Thus it is particularly important to understand
the effects of EPI on this process also because non-insulinmediated glucose disposal accounts for about 70% of basal
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FIG. 1. Average concentration in
plasma glucose, insulin, C-peptide,
and tracer glucose during IVGTT, in
the control study (D) and during EPI
infusion ( • ) . The means of the individual fits of the minimal models of
glucose disappearance and C-peptide
secretion and kinetics are also shown
(continuous and dashed line for control and EPI study, respectively)
against the data. For the [2-2H,]glucose tracer, data, and model fit in
subject #4 is shown.

glucose uptake (13). The stable label IVGTT enabled us to
assess this process without the need of a hyperglycemic
glucose clamp and the use of somatostatin. We showed
that elevated EPI concentrations reduce SG*, a parameter

TABLE 2
Glucose disposal and insulin secretion parameters
S G * (min 1 )

S r * (10 4 X min • pmol/T 1 • I"1)

Control study
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4§
Mean ± SD

0.0076 (3)t
0.0083 (3)
0.0074 (3)
0.0099 (4)
0.0083 ± 0.0011

61(5)
25(3)
69(4)
62(5)
54 ± 2 0

118 (7)
302 (10)
138 (5)
422 (20)
245 ± 144

13.2 (7)
12.6 (17)
13.6 (6)
11.9 (3)
12.8 ± 0.7

Epinephrine study
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5
Subject 6
Mean ± SD (n = 4)||
Mean ± SD (n = 6)1f

0.0059 (6)
0.0047 (5)
0.0064 (4)
0.0078 (5)
0.0065 (4)
0.0041 (6)
0.0062 ± 0.0013$
0.0059 ± 0.0013$

18(6)
16(5)
31(7)
18(8)
21(9)
29(6)
21 ±7*
22 ±6$

76 (12)
302 (3)
141 (5)
161 (9)
213 (7)
302 (6)
170 ± 95
199 ± 91

16.0 (5)
13.8 (7)
12.8 (5)
14.6 (5)
16.6 (4)
17.3 (6)
14.3 ± 1.3
15.2 ± 1.7$

<*>! (109)

(10 9 X min"1)

tPrecision of parameter estimate expressed as percent CV. $ Statistically significant (P < 0.05) from control study. §Received [2HJglucose labeled IVGTT. ||Subjects 5 and 6 who do not have the control study, not included. HSubjects 5 and 6 included.
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FIG. 2. Percentage changes during EPI study of glucose disposal
and insulin secretion parameters.

that measures the stimulatory effect of glucose per se on
its own peripheral disposal at basal insulin, by almost 30%.
By using the unlabeled IVGTT, Morrow et al. (17) also
showed a decrease in the SG parameter in the elderly even
in the presence of small elevations of plasma EPI concentrations, whereas this effect was not observed in insulindependent diabetic patients (34). Again, the parameter SG
also measures the effect of glucose in inhibiting its own
production at basal insulin, and thus it is not possible to
know the relative role of EPI in affecting glucose effectiveness in the liver and in peripheral tissue. Our results
are not directly comparable with those of Baron et al. (13)
and Laakso et al. (40) who showed that EPI is able to
affect only insulin mediated glucose uptake. In fact, the
above studies measured non-insulin-mediated glucose
uptake using the hyperglycemic glucose clamp technique,
which requires a severe state of insulin deficiency whereas
SG* measures glucose effectiveness at basal insulin. Moreover, in those studies, the non-insulin-mediated glucose
uptake in muscle during EPI infusion was predicted only
indirectly by extrapolating whole body and leg glucose
uptake at 0 insulin. The observation that EPI inhibits the
glucose uptake at basal insulin may lead to the hypothesis
that some non-insulin-depedent intracellular pathways of
glucose disposal are altered by this hormone. The accumulation of glucose-6-phosphate itself, and the ability of
EPI to counteract glucose transport by inhibiting the
intrinsic activity of GLUT4 (41), may explain the reduction
in glucose effectiveness. The fact that, in the present
study, EPI decreased the glucose utilization at basal
insulin by 30% raises the question in which tissue this
parameter of glucose disposal could be potentially
affected by this hormone. The central nervous system
accounts for almost 70% of non-insulin-mediated glucose
uptake, and the non-nervous tissues account for the
remaining 30%, 13% being due to muscle uptake. Although,
we must bear in mind that the transport rate of glucose in
the brain is at least one order of magnitude greater than
phosphorylation (42), it is likely that the EPI-induced inhibition of glucose uptake might play a role at the brain
level. Glucose transport into the brain of diabetic animals
appears to be depressed as a consequence of hyperglycemia (43,44). Therefore EPI, by increasing plasma glucose concentrations, might have an indirect role in ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
decreasing brain glucose uptake.
This study was supported by a Consiglio Nazionale delle
A possible source of error in the estimate of insulin sen- Ricerche (CNR) grant N. and a Ministero dell'Universita,
sitivity and glucose effectiveness during EPI infusion Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica (MURST) grant N.
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might be due to the site of the label within the glucose moiety. EPI is a powerful stimulator of glycogenolysis.
Because we used [6,6-2H2]glucose as tracer, which could
be incorporated into glycogen by the direct pathway and
recycled back into plasma glucose via glycogenolysis,
higher isotope ratio of this tracer might have been
observed. However, also with [2-2HJglucose, which loses
its label immediately in the phosphohexose isomerase
reaction and thus is not incorporated into glycogen, a difference was observed in the presence of elevated EPI concentrations. This observation definitively excludes, at least
in one subject, an isotopic effect induced by an enhanced
glycogen breakdown due to elevated EPI concentrations.
It has been shown that EPI inhibits basal insulin secretion (21) and insulin gene transcription (45). However, its
acute effects after a glucose challenge are not concordant.
We have shown that the first phase was slightly depressed
during the EPI-stimulated study: this observation was consistent with that of Morrow et al. (17) who showed that the
acute insulin response to the IVGTT bolus was somewhat
depressed in the elderly at EPI levels similar to those we
had in our subjects. However, because they calculated the
acute insulin response as the mean rise in plasma insulin
concentration at 3, 4, and 5 min after the intravenous infusion, they were able to give only a gross assessment of firstphase insulin secretion only. Our study is the first report on
the effects of EPI on the dynamics of insulin secretion. We
have shown that elevated EPI concentrations slightly
decrease the total amount of C-peptide secreted during the
first phase in response to the glucose load and reduces,
albeit not significantly, $ 1 , i.e., the first-phase p-cell sensitivity to glucose. On the other hand, elevated EPI concentrations enhance $2, the second-phase 3-cell sensitivity to
glucose. Because $2 is the ratio between the C-peptide
amount secreted during the second phase and the area
under the curve of the glucose signal, an increased $2 during EPI infusion means that the observed increase of Cpeptide concentration is due not only to the augmented
glucose signal but also to a specific EPI-mediated enhancement of 3-cell responsivity to glucose.
Our data are consistent with both in vitro (23) and in
vivo (24) findings, which show that infusion of EPI at low
concentration produces a potentiation of insulin secretion in response to glucose. Why this happens is a matter
of speculation: one possible explanation is that because
EPI increases the intracellular concentration of glucose6-P, a major trigger for insulin release, EPI may enhance
(3-cell secretion independently from the prevailing
plasma glucose concentration (46).
In conclusion, the stable labeled IVGTT provides evidences that EPI selectively impairs peripheral glucose
metabolism because of its unique ability to simultaneously and independently decrease glucose effectiveness
and insulin sensitivity. Furthermore, EPI induces a
significant increase of second-phase pancreatic sensitivity due to a specific EPI-mediated enhancement of fi-cell
responsivity to glucose.
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